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Ellsworth Kelly as 
Printmaker

For more than fifty years, Ellsworth Kelly (b. 1923) has been 

recognized as a leading American painter and sculptor. His art 

of emphatic form and vibrant color—lyrical and serenely self-

confident—is a finely wrought distillation of observed shapes in 

nature. Kelly has also been an ambitious printmaker, deploying 

his dynamic geometry of squared, angled, and curved forms to 

great effect in his graphic editions.

Born in Newburgh, New York, Kelly studied at the Pratt Insti-

tute in Brooklyn until he was drafted into the U.S. Army, spend-

ing the majority of his military service in Europe. From 1948 

through 1954, he lived in Paris, where he absorbed the influence 

of the French inheritors of Cubism and Surrealism. He aban-

doned figuration and easel painting in favor of a vocabulary  

of simple geometric shapes and swatches of brilliant color. 

Kelly took up printmaking in a concerted fashion in the  

mid-1960s, when he produced his Suite of Twenty-Seven Litho-

graphs with Maeght Éditeur in Paris. Since then he has collabo-

rated primarily with Gemini G.E.L., the celebrated publishing 

workshop in Los Angeles. Kelly has created 336 editions, with the 

majority of the prints falling into twenty-three series. Although 

he has explored intaglio and screenprinting methods, lithogra-

phy has been his medium of choice.

Kelly’s prints may appear to be simple responses to the paint-

ings. In fact, the artist typically develops an idea first in a collage 

or drawing, before realizing it as a painting, sculpture, or print. 

These preliminary studies, meticulously preserved over the years, 

form a repository of ideas to which Kelly may return for elabora-

tion. Usually, the source collage or drawing is manifested first as 

a painting, with the print following—but not necessarily immedi-

ately or simply.

Kelly’s prints restate rather than reproduce his work in other 

media. Leaving his studio and entering the print workshop, 

the artist engages in fruitful collaboration and exploration. For 

example, the prints have been safe haven for incorporating 

chance gesture and texture, elements associated with the artist’s 

weathering metal and wood sculptures, with no counterparts 

Colors on a Grid, 1976 
Screenprint and offset lithograph, 481/4 × 481/4 inches 
(122.6 × 122.6 cm)
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in the paintings. Printmaking requires the artist to articulate 

his exacting standards, while accepting the exigencies of the 

process. When Kelly appropriates an idea from his storehouse 

of drawings and collages as the basis for a print, abstract shape 

must be meticulously calibrated in size and in relationship to ink 

mixtures and paper dimensions. To implement Kelly’s precise 

instructions requires extraordinary skill on the part of his litho-

graphic printers. 

Throughout his career, Kelly has examined curvilinear shapes, 

which suggest subtle allusions to the biomorphic forms of 

abstract Surrealists such as Joan Miró, Jean Arp, and Constan-

tin Brancusi, all of whom he met while in Paris. The recurrence 

of pure curved shapes reveals Kelly’s forthright, sustained 

engagement with an anti-illusionistic project. Suspending these 

shapes on stark white paper, Kelly ensures that the margins are 

“thought out as much as color and shape—much more so when 

shape is not rectangular.”

At the same time, Kelly has produced seventy-two litho-

graphs with recognizable botanical subjects, commenting in 

1969 that “the drawings from plant life seem to be a bridge to 

the way of seeing that brought about the paintings of 1949 that 

are the bases for all my later work.” Derived from spontane-

ous drawings on transfer paper, these lithographs—along with 

ink and pencil drawings of similar subjects—comprise a single 

graphic genre addressing plants, flowers, vegetables, and fruits. 

In his exploration of graceful natural forms, Kelly delights in the 

special properties of various drawing media, attuned to distinc-

tive qualities of the line as he moves from pencil to ink to litho-

graphic crayon.

Despite the association of Kelly’s work with bold color, black 

has featured importantly in his paintings and sculptures, for 

example the black-patinated bronzes and painted metal sculp-

ture. More than half of his prints are black-and-white composi-

tions, the palette alluding to “the classic printed image” and 

nodding to the importance of monochrome in the history of 

printmaking.

Kelly’s prints, no less than his paintings and sculptures, have 

their own distinctive voice. While his paintings and sculptures 

assert their totemic presence and tangible physicality, his prints 

register equally important aspects of his vision: intimacy, deli-

cacy, and ethereality. Varied in scale but consistent in their for-

mal integrity, Kelly’s prints bear witness to his commitment to 

the phenomenal world.

richard h. axsom

Red Curve (State I), 1988 
Lithograph, 26 × 84 inches (66 × 213.4 cm)
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Collector’s Statement

When I was fourteen years old, I bought my first painting, and 

since then, while I appreciate all visual and performing arts, 

my principal passion has been for contemporary art, especially 

prints. That initial acquisition started a lifelong pursuit, not only 

to be surrounded by art, but also to build a collection that could 

be shared with the public. After several museums borrowed 

works for exhibitions, I realized that if I were able to acquire a 

significant number of prints and multiples, I might be able to 

share these with diverse audiences. During the last twenty-five 

years, I have organized more than eighty exhibitions that have 

traveled to fifty museums around the world. Pieces from my 

collection are loaned gratis, and I also help fund educational 

programs tailored to individual community needs. 

I purchased my first Ellsworth Kelly print in 1993 and have 

been steadily adding to my Kelly collection ever since. For me, 

Kelly’s work is perfectly complete, defined, and resolved. He is a 

master colorist, and the simplicity of his images after he worked 

hard to make them look so effortless is, to me, an astounding 

accomplishment. Kelly’s work is full of boundless energy, while 

at the same time, it embodies complete stillness and calm. I love 

the tension between those two forces. 

Waking up each day without art around me would be like 

waking up without the sun. When you live with art like Ellsworth 

Kelly’s around you, your mind and soul are surrounded with the 

beauty of life and the creativity of the human spirit. 

My sincere thanks to Michael Govan, LACMA Museum  

Director; Britt Salvesen, LACMA Curator of Prints and Drawings; 

and Stephanie Barron, LACMA Senior Curator of Modern Art;  

as well as all of the staff at LACMA who helped make this exhibi-

tion possible. I hope everyone who sees this exhibition of Ells-

worth Kelly prints and paintings is as inspired and moved by it  

as I am.

jordan d. schnitzer

Four Panels, 1970–71 
Screenprint, 363/4 × 62 inches (93.3 × 157.5 cm)
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Orange over Blue (Orange sur Bleu), from Suite of 
Twenty-Seven Color Lithographs, 1964–65 
Lithograph, 351/4 × 233/4 inches (89.5 × 60.3 cm)
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Pear II (Poire II), from Suite of Plant Lithographs, 
1965–66 
Transfer lithograph, 345/8 × 233/8 inches  
(87.9 × 59.4 cm)
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